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CuO. The fineness of the gold was reduced from 916-6 to 914-9. There was no loss of gold.
The use of manganese dioxide in the Transvaal in refining gold-zinc-slime from the cyanide process was deserihed by Johnson and Caldecott in 1902.1 Some silver is oxidised and passes into the slag, especially if copper is present. As a cheaper alternative, the author proposed ferric oxide,2 but this has apparently not been tried, although in certain cases enough ferric oxide is already present in the calcined slime to enable tough bullion of good quality to be produced without the addition of manganese dioxide.5 In these cases, the oxides are reduced to lower oxides, but not to metals, so that the bullion is not contaminated by the products.
In 191.4, W. A. (Jaldecot.t '* treated gold-zinc slime from the cyanide process with a large proportion of manganeses dioxide, in order to remove as much silver as possible. The. slime was arid-treated and thoroughly calcined, and then fused with »JO per cent, of manganese dioxide and similar quantities of sand and borax. The final product contained on the average gold 938 parts and silver 55 parts per 1,000. Apparently about half the silver in the slime passed into the slag, together with the greater 'part of the base metals. About -1,000 o/s. of ductile bullion suitable for use in coinage was obtained in this way.
;>. Chlorination. Sal-ammoniac, NH4('l, is sometimes used to remove lead from gold bullion. When much lead is present, alternate, additions of nitre and sal-ammoniac have been recommended. It is probable that the .sal-aniinoniac- uc-ts bv decomposing basic compounds of lead which resist, the action of nitre, (hipric chloride acts like gaseous chlorine, chloridising base metals and being reduced to cuprous chloride which is volatilised. The fineness of bullion is slightly raised by this agent-, bill, it' is not. suitable, for ordinary refining, although it may be. used For loughenin.i!' brittle standard gold or high grade bullion containing traces of impurities, ({iiseous chlorine, is better. Its use is described under the heading of Miller's process of Parting, p. 150. In IS? I, 10,000 o/s. of brittle standard gold were, toughened at tho Mint by the, use of chlorine gas,f* The. charges were about LI00 ozs, each, and tho time of passage of flic chlorine, varied from live to seven minutes, The, amount of impurities removed was from (H to o-.'l per 1,000,
An old method of removing traces of impurities from brittle, gold was to make repeated small additions of powdered corrosive sublimate (mercuric, chloride). After each addition the. door of the furnace, must, be at once, closed, as dense poisonous fumes arise- which must. not. be, breathed by the, workers. Volatile, chlorides of y,hu\ copper, antimony, bismuth, etc., are formed and pass oll\ carrying with them some gold, of which there is an appreciable loss. A little corrosive sublimate sprinkled on tho surfuee, of molten gold will completely toughen every part of it without being mixed with it by stirring, even although the crucible, contains several hundred ounces of the metal.
In 18W>, S,SOO o/s. of brittle-standard gold were toughened in this way at. the. Mint. It was divided into 11 diar^n of about (550 oxs. each, and from 12 to .Hi OHS. of corrosive sublimate were added to each pot, tho total amount.
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